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What makes a ‘Good’ 
Translational Research Facility?
• “The clinic and the lab have to 

be combined, and the outcome 
has to be a new medication, a 
new device, or a new therapy.”  
Rui Shi (2016)

• There’s a common theme of 
‘enabling  collaboration’.  

• There are emerging trends in 
enabling collaboration through 
building and infrastructure 
design, but developing an 
embedded collaborative 
culture is the ‘final frontier’



“Communities are comprised of 
a diverse mix of people, 
functions, and uses. 

The built form that we give to 
communities helps to foster 
connections and communication: 
it becomes the stage for our 
culture”
Toon Dreessen Outgoing president  of OAA & Dreessen Cardinal Architects
(2015)



Fostering Connections and 
Communication
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What makes a ‘Good’ Translational Research 
Facility?: Choosing the Right Architects

• We challenged ourselves to consider a 
certain design approach and ‘look and feel’ 
for the building

• Experienced in designing research 
facilities

• We were happy to be challenged



Developing the Brief: 
The Statement of Need 

Most rare diseases are 
caused by a genetic 
defect, which means 
that children are born 
with the condition and 
will not get better by 
themselves
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Developing the Brief: 
The Statement of Need

Number of published 
articles with the terms 
“Translational Research”, 
“Translational Science” or 
“Translational Medicine” 
each year, as appeared in a 
Pubmed search (carried out 
September 9, 2011)



Developing the Brief: 
The Vision 

Concept of making an ideas factory a reality for GOSH

§ How to better foster and maintain relationships with other external 
academic and research partners 

§ How to encourage
§ Cross fertilisation
§ Spontaneous interaction
§ The development of a research and clinical community

§ Access to communal / hot-desk work stations / break-out area / Café 
for visiting academics, clinicians or researchers from partner 
organisations visiting the research facility

A “RESEARCH HOSPITAL” 
not a ‘hospital that 
does research’.



A Powerful Partnership:
GOSH and UCL Institute of Child Health

Great 
Ormond 
Street 

Hospital

UCL Institute 
of Child 
Health



Developing	the	Brief:	
The	Strategy

The Rare Diseases Research strategy developed 
by UCL and GOSH set out three central themes:

• The genetic and molecular basis of disease

• Interventional studies and new therapies

• A better understanding of the outcomes and 
experience of disease and therapeutic 
interventions



Developing the Brief: 
The Vision

• To create a building where scientists and 
doctors could work side-by-side to care for 
children and young people with rare diseases

• To bring knowledge, technology and patients 
together in one place

• To promote the ‘bench to bedside’ model of 
translational research



Developing the Brief: 
The Vision 

• To improve the expertise in the diagnosis, 
understanding, management and care of rare 
diseases

• To discover new ways to help patients and offer 
the chance of a longer, fuller life

• To bring breakthroughs and cures for rare 
diseases closer

• To help children nationally and internationally



Developing the Brief

Site Visits: Invaluable in learning from others
• Institute Imagine, Centre for Scientific Research  (Necker Enfants Malades Campus) Paris 
• Department of Biochemistry at the University of Oxford
• Oxford Centre for Neural Circuits and Behaviour 
• Art Strategy Visits to Science Museum, Natural History, V&A, Museum of London

‘Virtual site Visits’:
§ The Crick Institute
§ Sainsbury Laboratory Cambridge
§ Fondation Imagine, Université Paris Descartes
§ Jamelia Farm Research Campus, Virginia
§ Clinical Research Centre, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden
§ Stevenage Bioscience Catalyst, Open Innovation Campus
§ Leonard and Madlyn Abramson Pediatric Research Center (The Children’s Hospital of 

Philadelphia)
§ Children’s Medical Research Institute, Australia
§ Bioscience research campuses in British and US universities



The Brief: What’s in the Tool Box? 

• New Space/Technology Platforms to increase 
the volume of gene sequencing

• New certified laboratories for manipulating 
human tissue and gene therapy

• Space for GOSH academics involved in rare 
disease to be co-located with laboratories

• Outpatient Facility



• Translational – what does it mean:
ØTo Patients & Families?
ØClinical Staff?
ØTo Researchers?

• Creating spaces for ‘unplanned encounters’

• Sharing the same space – to what extent?

Developing	the	Brief



Developing A Culture of 
Integration

• The people visiting and working in the 
building should know what is going on 
in it!

• Scientists, Clinicians, Patients, Families: 
Feeding curiosity, but giving reassurance

• Involvement and education using:
– Space
– Art
– Events
– Workshops

• Developing a ‘social’ culture



Sharing the Same Space – to 
what Extent?

The Debates:
• Two entrances?
• Circulation – shared?
• FM: Security, Waste Streams, Deliveries
• IT – governance/data protection issues
• Seminar Rooms, Offices, Café, Changing 

Rooms, ‘Staff Rooms’ 



Outpatients: Practical 
Applications for Technology

• Involvement of the wider ‘family’ in 
consultations (‘kitchen table’/’sofa’ consulting)

• Patient engagement – play areas are not 
enough

• Information Screens – communication is key
HBN’s haven’t kept pace with the changes 
in technology that deliver today’s medicine 
and patient experience



Outpatients – Design Innovations 
(other things not covered by HBN’s)
• Consultant Support Space for ‘back of house’ 
• Touch-down (podium) for ‘front of house’ 
= No Staff Base!

• ‘Quiet’ Waiting

• Electronic wayfinding
• Electronic check-in



Patient Engagement in 
Waiting Areas

Translating to hardware/software 
app in consult rooms



(Balkwill, Chambers, 2015)

Patient Engagement in 
Waiting Areas



Workspace: Addressing 
Complexities with Technology

• Joint usage (GOSH & UCL)

• Were faced with separate IT networks (two 
PC’s per desk, copier/printers on different 
networks within one building)

• Culture of cellular offices as 
a recruitment and retention tool



GMP: Addressing Complexities 
by Design

• Ever increasing demand 
• Cell Therapy & Gene Therapy sharing facility
• Clean rooms ‘packed’ with equipment
• Managing EMS & CCTV interfaces (set up IT 

sub-group)
• Timing of choice and procurement of 

equipment – circuit boards can be out of date 
by the time you are operational!



FM: Addressing Complexities 
with Technology

The partnership between GOSH and UCL 
brought operational considerations through 
two partners jointly occupying one building
• Joint FM strategy
• Agreed to share most waste streams
• Joint approach to deliveries 
• BMS and EMS system monitoring & 

response
Barcoding and monitoring systems already in 
place, just needed to agree venn diagram







Vision and Aspiration 

― To create a building in which scientists and doctors can work side-by-side 
care for children and young people with rare diseases

― To bring knowledge, technology and patients together in one place

― To promote the ‘bench to bedside’ model of translational research

― To improve the expertise in the diagnosis, understanding, management 
and care of rare diseases

― To discover new ways to help patients and offer the chance of a longer 
and fuller life

― To bring breakthroughs and cures for rare diseases closer

― To help children nationally and internationally



















Section  Through Main Laboratory / Outpatients Atrium
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Plan Lower Ground Floor
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Plan Ground Floor

Main Entrance / Exit



Plan First Floor
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Plan First Floor













Phase 3A Art Group

“It’s like the future” 





Key Lessons 
• Site visits invaluable
• Funding streams change so does the research going on 

in the building – needs to be ‘flexible but functional’ 
• Plan for the tech, but decide detail as late as possible –

it will evolve sooner than you think
• Be brave – don’t be constrained by what has gone 

before, we are in a new era of ‘hybrid’ health and 
research building design

• Pay great attention to the cultural aspects as well as the 
building

• Security and ‘open design’ needs careful planning
• Healthcare and laboratory design in one building –

accommodating multiple users, standards and systems
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